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1 Purpose of the document 

This document aims to guide the developer in setting up the m5 Stack module and 
replicating the use case described in the Test Report: “Working with M5STACK and 
COMxLTE module: HTTP and TCP”. 

The implementation of the use case is done using M5Stack + Ui Flow development 
environment. 

1.1 Pre-requisites  

Ericsson IoTA Sim and associated subscription and account 

M5Stack device + COM.LTE module  

Chrome browser and Internet connection 

1.2 Recommended References 

The code implemented makes extensive use of AT commands.  

A set of suggested references and knowledge base is listed below. 

Commands 

 SIM7600G AT Command 
 SIM7600 TCP/IP stack specific AT commands 
 SIM7600 HTTP stack specific AT commands  

A valid reference to find and use the entire set of AT commands is 
https://m2msupport.net/ It provides also some examples as for a single command 
(like AT+CSQ) well as an entire sequence of chained AT commands to handle a 
Data Call   
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1.3 Logic of the flow and code design in UIFlow 

Each flow of UIFlow’ s code is structured in subfunctions as sketched in the next 
diagram.  

The TCP Flow and HTTP Flow boxes implement the sequence of AT commands 
reported in  Interoperability of M5Stack COM.LTE module with IoT Accelerator. 

TCP Flow
HTTP Flow

UART Write

UART Read

Set Title (Display 
Management)

UART Buffer Mgmt

Ordered sequence of AT 
commands

MAIN

AT Command 
function call

UART Init

Ordered sequence of AT 
commands

AT Command 
function call
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1.4 Flow explanation in detail 

1.4.1 User Interface 

The M5Stack UI used in the UIFlow Web Application works in a WYSIWYG (What 
You See Is What You Get) way, where all the graphical elements must be putted 
inside the screen using a single layer and activated or deactivated  depending by 
the application needs. In this way it can happen some elements will be overlapped 
in the screen. 

 

The actual UI uses the following elements: 

Title: The blue rectangle at the top of the screen with the “Text” label inside 

Data information: The “UART Data” label under the title 

Button actions: “TCP Demo” and “HTTP Demo” Labels to indicate the button 
actions on the first and last button 

Demo Execution Label: “HTTP DEMO” is the label to identify which demo is 
running. 

Excluding the Button Labels all the other text will change during the application 
execution. 
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1.4.2 Main Flow 

The main flow starts from the “Setup” action (Yellow brick) in the picture below. 
The main scope is to initialize labels and initialize the UART1 serial port to 
communicate with the Modem. 

The change of the background is useful only to check the application’s start 

The last command of the function will show the Button Labels and the flow has 
stopped until a button is pressed. 

NB: All the invoked functions (violet blocks) will be explained in the next section 
“Functions” 
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1.4.3 Functions 

In this section all the functions available in the UIFlow script are presented. 

1.4.3.1 Function SetTitle 

Description: This function manages the Blue 
rectangle and the test inside at the top of the 
M5Stack, the function requires three 
parameters and returns void. 

  
 
Parameters:  
- TEXT: The text to override Label Text 
- HIDE: A Boolean value to show or hide the 
Title overall 
- COLOR: A Boolean value to set if the  
rectangle color is to be shown 
 
Explanation: This function is composed of 
three bricks 
 
- Brick 1: Empty Title Label (Text inside the rectangle) 
- Brick 2: Logic block to check which rectangle color is shown 
- Brick 3: Logic block to check if the Title has to be 
hidden or shown 

1.4.3.2 Function ShowButtons 

Description: This function manages text over the Physical Buttons on the screen 
 

 
  
Parameters:  
- show: Boolean – returns void 
 
Explanation: This function is 
composed of one brick 
- Brick 1: Hide or show the 
Label over the Physical Buttons 
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1.4.3.3 Function bufferRework 

Description: This is an internal function to manages the buffer content returned 
by UART. 
The main scope of this function is give a human readable vision of the UART 
return text. 

The function scans the actual content of the UART and return the desired 
readable portion put into “bufferReturn” variable. 
 
Parameters:  
- buffer: The return value of UART call 
- items: a list of element numbers to shown on the screen depending by position 
in the buffer list 
 
Explanation: First action is convert the buffer into a list, then the following logic 
cycle “IF” will check: 
- if the buffer return a none string in json format: in this case a predefined 
message is returned 
- else if the requested elements to show (items variable) is over the length of the 
list: in this case all the buffer content is returned 
- else for each element in the list items create a return variable with all elements 
requested. The “bufferReturn” variable contains a content extracted from the 
entire buffer (list) 
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1.4.3.4 Function UARTread 

Description: This function manages the UART buffer received back after an AT 
command, the title displayed is changed with the AT command sent accordingly ; 
the buffer content is parsed as a list and handled (see bufferRework function) to 
produce a human readable format. 
  
Parameters:  
- AT: The AT command sent to the modem to be shown on the title 
- items: The elements in the buffer returned to shown in the body 
 
Explanation: This function is to convert the buffer into a list and do a logic cycle 
to define: 
- an error is returned, in this case return the complete buffer without any change 
- in case no error returned the elements to show are defined by items elements 
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1.4.3.5 Function UARTwrite 

 

Description: This function is used to communicate with the COM.LTE Module to 
send messages in AT format. This function invokes also the UARTread to allow 
checking the acknowledgment to that command.  
  
Parameters:  
- AT: The AT command to be sent to the LTE.COM Module 
- WAIT: Time in second to wait after the AT command is sent 
- COMMENT: The text to show in the title element 
- READ: Boolean value to check if the buffer has to be read or no 
- items: List of the elements to return in case the buffer is read 
 
Explanation: This function send an AT command towards the LTE.COM Module 
of M5Stack than wait a specific time before read the buffer and show the result, 
during the call the title will show the comment relative to the action executed 
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1.4.3.6 Function Button 

Description: These are two Events 
relative to the pressure of the first and last 
button on the M5Stack board 
 
Parameters:  
N.A. 
 
Explanation: These events will launch the 
two available demos relative to TCP 
connection and HTTP connection 
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1.4.4 TCP Flow - TCPdemo 

Description: This flow describe the 
complete pattern to get an HTML 
page using AT command via TCP 
protocol 
 
Parameters:  
N.A. 
 
Explanation: AT commands are 
sent using UARTWrite function, the 
AT commands are described above 
- AT+CSQ 
This command report the signal 
quality 
The response format report: 
+CSQ: <rssi>,<ber> 
- AT+CREG? 
This command report the network 
registration status 
The response format report: 
+CREG: <n>,<stat> 
- AT+COPS? 
This command report the network 
operator used 
The response format report: 
+COPS: 
<mode>[,<format>,<oper>[,< AcT>]] 
- AT+CPSI? 
This command report the UE system 
information 
The response format report depend 
by the network attached 
- AT+CIMI 
This command return the IMSI of 
the SIM 
The response format report: 
<IMSI> 
- AT+CGDCONT? 
This command return the PDP 
context parameter values 
The response format report: 
+CGDCONT: (range of 
supported<cid>s),<PDP_type>,,,(list of supported <d_comp>s),(list of supported 
<h_comp>s)(list of <ipv4_ctrl>s),(list of <emergency_flag>s) 
- AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","ericsson-trial","0.0.0.0",0,0,0,0 
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This command set PDP context 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+CGPADDR  
This command return the IP Address 
The response format report: 
+CGPADDR:<n>,<IP> 
- AT+CPING="216.58.207.228",1,1,64,1000,10000,255 
This command make a single ping to Google using IP address 
The response format report: 
+CPING: <result_type>,<resolved_ip_addr>,<data_packet_size>,<rtt>,<TTL> 
- AT+CIPMODE? 
This command check data transmission under transparent mode status 
The response format report: 
+CIPMODE: <mode> 
- AT+CIPRXGET? 
This command return RX push mode 
The response format report: 
+CIPRXGET: <mode> 
- AT+CSOCKSETPN=1 
This command sets default active PDP context’s profile number. 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+NETOPEN 
This command is used to start socket service by activating PDP context 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+CGPADDR  
This command return the IP Address 
The response format report: 
+CGPADDR:<n>,<IP> 
- AT+CIPOPEN=1,"TCP","postman-echo.com",80 
This command establish a connection with the TCP server 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+CIPSEND=1,85 
This command is used to send data to remote side. 
First value is the PDP Context, second is the bytes size sent 
The response format report: 
OK 

After this step the commands are executed directly and sequentially 

- GET http://postman-echo.com/time/now HTTP/1.0 
- <space> 
- Host: 51.144.101.223 
- <space> 
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- ^Z 
- AT+CIPCLOSE=1 

These commands are relative to the GET of the HTML Page (the page report 
actual Date time) from Postman site. 
Last command is relative at the session closure and buffer release of HTTP 
session 
The response format report: 
<Date Time> 

- AT+NETCLOSE 
This command completes the flow and release the socket service with the PDP 
context 
The response format report: 
OK 
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1.4.5 HTTP Flow - HTTPdemo 

Description: This flow describe the 
complete pattern to get an HTML 
page using AT command the final 
page is captured instantiating the 
native HTTP protocol 
 
Parameters:  
N.A. 
 
Explanation: AT commands are sent 
using UARTWrite function, the AT 
commands are described above 
- AT+CSQ 
This command report the signal 
quality 
The response format report: 
+CSQ: <rssi>,<ber> 
- AT+CREG? 
This command report the network 
registration status 
The response format report: 
+CREG: <n>,<stat> 
- AT+COPS? 
This command report the network 
operator used 
The response format report: 
+COPS: <mode>[,<format>,<oper>[,< 
AcT>]] 
- AT+CPSI? 
This command report the UE system 
information 
The response format report depend by 
the network attached 
- AT+CIMI 
This command return the IMSI of the 
SIM 
The response format report: 
<IMSI> 
- AT+CGDCONT? 
This command return the PDP context 
parameter values 
The response format report: 
+CGDCONT: (range of supported<cid>s),<PDP_type>,,,(list of supported 
<d_comp>s),(list of supported <h_comp>s)(list of <ipv4_ctrl>s),(list of 
<emergency_flag>s) 
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- AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","ericsson-trial","0.0.0.0",0,0,0,0 
This command set PDP context 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+CGPADDR  
This command return the IP Address 
The response format report: 
+CGPADDR:<n>,<IP> 
- AT+CPING="www.google.com",1,1,64,1000,10000,255 
This command make a single ping to google using URL address, this force the 
system to have query towards DNS to resolve the host name 
The response format report: 
+CPING: <result_type>,<resolved_ip_addr>,<data_packet_size>,<rtt>,<TTL> 
- AT+CGPADDR  
This command return the IP Address 
The response format report: 
+CGPADDR:<n>,<IP> 
- AT+HTTPINIT 
This command is used to start HTTP service by activating PDP context 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+CGPADDR  
This command return the IP Address 
The response format report: 
+CGPADDR:<n>,<IP> 
- AT+HTTPPARA="URL","http://postman-echo.com/time/now" 
This command is used to set HTTP parameters value when you want to access to 
a HTTP server 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+HTTPACTION=0 
This command is used to perform a HTTP Method to send a get/post request to a 
HTTP server. 
The response format report: 
OK 
- AT+HTTPREAD=0,36 
This command is used to read the response information of HTTP Server 
The response format report: 
+HTTPREAD: <data_len> <data> 
- AT+HTTPTERM 
This command is used to stop HTTP service 
The response format report: 
OK 
 

 


